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Abstract. The apparentbody wave velocitiesvp of the oceanicmantle immediately below
the Mohorovicic discontinuity(M), obtained from oceanicrefraction shooting,can depend
on azimuth • becauseof real mantle anisotropy or horizontal variations in an isotropic crust
and mantle. A small anisotropy of the uppermost mantle leads to
4

vp(•b)
= •

n=0

2

A• cosn•bsini-n•b
: •

n=--2

Bnein•

The A• determine 5 of the 21 elastic parameters of the uppermost mantle. Curvature in the
M discontinuity has the same effect on vp(•), but the azimuth dependencefound by Hess in
Raitt's and Shor's velocities, if real, is too large to be due to curvature. A sloping M discontinuity adds to v•(•) a term a cos • -]- b sin 4. In a refraction survey of anisotropy, only
two lines need be reversed to find a and b. If the • dependence of v• is due to a small mantle
anisotropy and a small slope of the M discontinuity, v•(•) is determined for all • by shooting five different lines through a point and reversing two of them or simply by shooting seven
different lines. The theory is compared with Raitt's and Shor's data as reported by Hess.

1. Introduction. Hess [1964] has recently time curves in refraction shootingis the magnicalled attention to the possibility that anisot- tude of lhe group velocity of the P or S body
ropy in the oceanicupper mantle is detectable wave in the upper mantle just below the M disin the seismic refraction work of Raiti [1963]
continuity when the direction of that group.venear the Mendocino fracture zone and of Shot
locity is along the line joining shot point and
[1964] near Maui. The observationis that the receiver (both shot point and receiver are asspeedof the P headwavejust below the Moho- sumedto be very near the surfaceof the ocean).
rovicic discontinuity (M) appearsto depend on Thus refraction shooting on several azimuths
the azimuth of the line joining shot point and showshow the magnitude of the P or S wave
receiver.
group velocity dependson the direction of that
It is my purpose in the present note to in- group velocity, when the direction lies in the
dicate how an arbitrary small anisotropyin the horizontal plane (more precisely,the plane of
upper mantle will affect the azimuth depend- •the M discontinuity).
ence of the measuredspeedsof P and S headThe ma.thematicalproblem is therefore to dewaves just below the M discontinuity.I hope termine how P and S wave group velocities.vary
this information may be useful in the designof in magnitudeas their directionsvary in a preexperimentsto study possiblehorizontalanisot- scribed plane. In a general anisotropic medium
ropy in more detail.
this problem involvesconsiderablecomputation.
2. Formulaitoh of ihe problem. In princi- When, as in the present case, the medium is
ple, refraction shooting can give the azimuth nearly isotropic,the problemis much simplified.
The first simplificationis that, to first order
dependenceof the P and S wave velocitiesjust
below the M discontinuity. In practice, usually in the anisotropy, the azimuth dependencesof
only the P wave velocity is measurable(Raitt,
group and phase velocities are the same. To
private communication,1964), but it is of some see this, considera wave whosedispers'ionrelainteres.t to see what could be learned from the

S wave velocitiesif they were available.
What is obtained by the analysis of travel3429
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where •0 is angular frequency, Cois a constant,
k is the wavepropagationvector,k is the magnitude of k, and v - k/k. It will be assumed
that
[ << 1. The Cartesian componentsG• of the
group velocity are (under the Einstein summation convention)

-

Ok•

_

+ +

Then, correctto first order in [,

=

= Co + +

But •,•(Or•/Ok•)= 0, so,to first orderin [,

6•(•) = 6o•[1+ 2/1 = c•(•)

distortion. The calculation leading to (2) shows
that if the anisotropyis small this prefilteringis
unnecessary,in the sensethat omitting it leads
to errors in the picking of arrival times which
are of secondorder or smallerin the anisotropy.
3. Perturbation-theoreticstatemento[ the problem. Let x•, x•., x• be Cartesian coordinatesin
the upper mantle just below the M discontinuity, introduce Cartesian coordinates,with
the x• axis pointing north, the x• axis pointing
east, and the x• axispointing downward.Approximate the given region of the upper mantle as a
homogeneous,anisotropic, perfectly elastic medium of density p. Let s be the displacement
vector of a body wave in the medium; the
angular frequency of the wave is w, and its

(2) propagationvector is k, while v = k/k is a

wherec(v) is the phasevelocity of waveswhose unit vector in the direction of k. The strain
propagationvector has the direction v.

tensor is

If v' is a unit vector in the direction of the

group velocity of waves whose propagation
vector has direction v, then v' -- v is of first
order in the small quantity ] (see equation 1).
Therefore,correctto first orderin ], equation2
impliesthat G(v') = G(v). In refractionshooting
the phasevelocity of the wave whosepropagation vector points from the shot point to the
receiveris measured,correctto first order in ].
The aboveremarksshowthat, correctto first
order in the anisotropy,in refraction shooting
phase velocity is measured as a function of
direction of the propagationvector. It is my
purposein this paper to deduce the form of
this functionin the most generalslightly anisotropic, perfectly elasticmedium.
Sometechniquesfor recognizingthe arrival of
the signalpropagatedalonga particulartype of
ray path at various receiversinvolve matching
the arriving wave forms.The simplicityof these
techniquesdependson the absenceof dispersion
in the body waves propagatedby the various
layers. A perfectly elasticanisotropicmediumis
nondispersivein the sensethat all P waves (or
S wavesof type I or type 2) propagatingin a
given direction have the same phase velocity.
However, the phase velocity's dependenceon
direction makes the medium dispersivefor all
but plane wave fronts. Since explosionsdo not
generateplane wave fronts,it can be anticipated
that if the mantle were very anisotropicthe
signal-matchingtechnique might require prefiltering of the signals to remove dispersivc

_

•i - 2 \Oxi

+

and the stress tensor is T•i. The stress-strain
relation is

Tii • prii•lff•l

(3)

where pFg• is the elastic tensor.SinceFii• •
rii• = riilk = rklii, this tensorhas at most 21
independentcomponents.

The equationsof motion are pOesy/Or
• =
OTii/Oxi.For the body wavein question,these
equationssimplify to w"• = kik•Fii• s•. Let
c = w/k be the phasevelocityof the bodywave.
Then
2

= c

(4)

Equation 4 constitutesan eigenvalueproblem.
Let

B• = ri•zr•-•

(5)

2

= c

(6)

Then equation4 is

B•s• = Bs•

(7)

The three eigenvaluesB of the symmetric3 • 3
matrix B•, are the squared phase velocitiesof
the three different body waves whose wave
vector

has the

direction

v. The

three

corre-

spondingeigenvectors,s•(•), s•(•.),and s•(•) give
the polarizationsof thesethree body waves.
In the specialcaseof a nearlyisotropicmedium,
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4. Solution [or P waves. From the foregoing
remarks

where

I'iik/©
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(Cp
2 -- 2Cs•')•ii•k,

+

it follows that

the P wave in the iso-

tropic medium has in the anisotropicmedium
the velocity
v• = c• • q- B (1)

+

plus terms of secondorder in •,•i•
(16)
and O/•ikz
• Cs".That is, F•ik• is the sum of an
where, sinceSiP -'isotropic tensor I'•i•(0) and a much smaller
tensorexpressingthe anisotropyof the medium.
B(1) -- •iikllJ•lJ,lJkl2
l
(17)
The isotropic tensor I'ii•z (ø) describesan isotropic medium with P wave phase velocity cp Let q•be azimuth, measuredeast of north in the
and S wave phasevelocity Cs.For the isotropic coordinatesystem introduced at the beginning
of section 3. Then for the P headwaves

medium,
Bgz

--

+ cs •'iY,

--

(10)

(•]1,•]2,•]3)= (COS
(•),sin•, 0)

and in the shghtly anisotropicmedium
Bil ---- Bil

(0)

excited

in refractionshooting

(18)

and, correctto first order in

•- bil

2

- c.=

where

4

%11 cos

+ 4%112cos
• • sin•
biz = 'Yiil•zYiYl•

(11)

If bt• = 0, the solutionsof (7) are well known.
+ 4%• cos• s• a• + •
sin4•
(19)
There is a nondegenerate
eigenvalueB --- c••,
with unit eigenvectors•P = •, and there is a That is, the deGation Q(•) = v•(•) - c•• is a
degenerate cigenvaluc B = cs• whose twodimensionalspaceof eigenvectorsconsistsof all
vectorss• that are perpendicularto v.

When b• •a 0, the solution of (7) can be
written

in the form

are of the orderof mag•tude •i•

•/cs

• and

B = B© q- B(•) q- B(•) -• ...

(12)

are small when the a•sotropy is small (i.e.,

Si ---Si© + Si(1)+ Si(2)+ '''

(13)

It is easy to verify that a homogeneous
trigonometricpolyno•al of degreen,

where Be0>and s•(0>are a solutionof (7) with
b• = 0 and B(-> and s•(->are of nth orderin b•z.
If Be0>is nondegenerate,and st(ø>is chosento
be a unit vector,

B(1)-- bilsi(ø)sl
(ø)

(14)

If B(0) is degenerate with a two-dimensional

eigenspace
ands•(s•) ands•(s7)aretwo mutually
orthogonalunit vectorssatisfyingB•(O)s•(O)-

B(ø>st(ø),
then in the expansion(13), st(O)ast ½ss)_1_/•st(s•) and
i

homogeneous
trigonometricpolyno•al of degree
4 in •. The •gher-order terms of (12) and (13)
will contributeto (19) trigonometricpolyno•als
of degreelarger than 4. These correctionterms

zSz
(SH)

•Si© bizsz

8i

si

m=0

has the follo•ng properties'
(1) The coefficients
Ao, "' , A• are uniquely
detersned by the valuesof q(•) at any n + 1

angles• satisfying0 • •0
(2) The Fourier seriesfor q(•) is
[n/2]

q½)=

Into
m•0

bi•sz
(SV)

q(•)= • Am
cos
m•sin
n-m• (20)

+ CmSm

2m)]

(SV)

bizsi

where [n/2] is the largest integral m which
per•ts n -- 2m to be non-negative.
Property (2) is establishedby induction and
property (1) followsfrom
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eigenvMues.Then T(qb)= B•<•) q- B2<•)is the
trace of that matrix, and A(qb): B•(•)B2") is

q(qb)cosnqb
• Am(tan
q•)m
m=0

the determinant

That is, sec• qbq(qb)
is a polynomial of degreen
in tan qb,and is determinedby its values at any
n q- 1 different values of tan
For (19), the Fourier seriesis

of the matrix.

Thus

and

Q(½) -- A 4- C cos2½ 4- D sin 2½

-

q- E cos4qbq- F sin 4qb

(27)

Let vs•(•) and vs•(•) be the two observedS
wave velocitiesfor body waves with horizontal
propagationvectors.Then from (16), (17), (18),
(19), and (26), VS12(•)+ US22(•)+ Vp2(•) --

where

2C • •/1111-- •/2222

c• • -- 2cs• is

D = •/1112+ •/1222

(22)

Y(½) + Q(½) =

8E = "Yllll -- 2•1122-- 4T1212+ •2222

: •illi C0S2•+ 2•i1•i COS

ßsin• + •22• sin2•

2F = •1112 -- •1222
The conclusionis that in refraction shooting
over a slightly anisotropic mantle the Fourier
expansionof the square of the M discontinuity
P wave velocity v• as a function of azimuth •
containsonly five terms' 1, cos2•, sin •, cos4•
and sin 4•. A different dependenceon •, if not
large, has some cause other than a•sotropy.
Furthermore, the anisotropyin v• is not deter-

and [VSl•(•) -- cs•][vs•(•) -- cs•]is

mined unless at least five noncollinear

azimuth •

azimuths

are shot, and any five are su•cient to deter•ne
this a•sotropy completely.Finally, the a•sotropy in v• dependsonly on the elastic constants
•11•1,yaaaa,ylaaa,•111a,and •11aa• 2•1ala;the
anisotropy in v• deter•nes these five constants
uniquely.
5. Solution/or S waves. For the S headwayes
in refraction shooting,if ri are given by (18),
then

s•(sin = --e•mar,•

(23)

•iik being the three-dimensionMalternating tensor• •nd

(28)

6

=

m½ ø-m½

(20)

•0

where the Bm are sums of productsof pairs of
the
It followsthat T(•) + Q(•) is a homogeneous

trigonometricpolyno•al of seconddegreein the
and that A(•)

is a homogeneous

trigonometric polyno•al of degree 6 in
Therefore T(•) + Q(•) is completelydetersned
for all ½ by shootingon any three noncollinear
azimuths,whereasdeter•ng A(•) requiresseven
noncollincar azimuths. If T(•) and A(•) are
known, the two S wave velocitiesVSland vs• in
the horizontal direction • can be detersned,
since vs•• -- cs• and vs•• -- cs• are the two roots
X of the equation

x -

+

= 0

If T(O) + Q(0) is known, three more elastic
constantsbesidesthose appearing in (22) are
si(st) = •is
(24) detersned, namely •111• + T•11• + Ta•a,
•
+ •
+ %1•, and •1•1 + T•a +
Moreover,
Therefore,if v••, vs••, and vs•• can be measured,
•he following eight elastic constantsare de•er•im3•ln3PmPn
• •il•i3•13- r•rt
(25)
mined' Tl1•1, T•11•, Ti•, T•,
Tl1• + 2T•,
Tla•, Tl•a + T•i•, and T1•1•+ •a•a. In addiIf vs is the velocity of the S headwaves,vs• -in
Cs• • B (1) has two possible values, the two tion, sevenmore quadraticexpressions
eigenvaluesof the 2 X 2 matrix on the left of are de•er•ned, namely the sevenFourier coeffi(15). Let B•(1)(•) and B•(1)(•) be those two cients of the sixth-order trigonometric polyno-
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Fig. 1. Uppermost mantle velocity versusazimuth for refraction lines near the Mendocino
fracture

zone and Maui.

Data

mial (29). Therefore, measuring vp•, vs••, and
vsa• on seven noncollinear azimuths will give all
the information about mantle anisotropy that

from Raitt

and Shor.

tations it has been assumed that c• • =

67.75

km • sec-•.

The Maui elastic parametersshouldnot be
given much credence,since only seven data
times of headwaves just below the M disconti- points were available to determinefive paramnuity. This information consistsof 15 relations eters.From Figure 1 it is clearthat the data are
among the 21 elastic coefi%ients. It was not consistentwith the hypothesisof mantle aniexpected that from travel times in surface sotropy;the fit is as goodas the internal conrefraction shooting all the anisotropic elastic sistencyof the data. From Table 1 it is clear
is obtainable

from

measurements

of the travel

coefi%ientscould be completely determined; it
is perhapssurprisingthat graveltimes in a single
plane determine as many as 15 relations among
the 21 elastic parameters.
6. Comparisonwith observation. In Figure 1
are plotted Raitt's data for vp(•) from the
Mendocino

fracture

zone and Shor's

data

that the data available at the present time do
not warrant the conclusionthat the anisotropy
is the same at Maui and Mendocino. In fact, a

largepart of the scatterin Figure 1 may be the
result of geographicalvariations in the anisotropy.

from

7. Effects o• slight deviations•rom horizontal
stratification.
In the foregoingdiscussion
it has
mappedby Hess[1964].Curvesof form 21 which beenpresupposed
that the variations,if any, in

near Maui. The shot locations are individually

fit Raitt's data, Shor's data, and both sets of
data regarded as a single population are also
drawn in Figure 1. The curves are fitted to the
data by least squares. The equations of the
curves are as follows, in km• sec-". Mendocino:
v•?(•) = 67.722 -4- 2.336 sin 2• -- 3.806 cos
24•-- 2.163 sin44•-4-0.492 cos44•;Maui: v•,•(4•)=
67.90 -4- 1.698 sin 24• -- 4.786 cos 24• -- 0.876
sin 4• -4- 3.130 cos 4•; Mendocino and Maui
together:ve•(4•)= 67.663-4- 2.100 sin 24•-- 3.796
cos 2½b-- 1.677 sin 44• -4- 1.205 cos 44•.
The elasticparameterscorresponding
to these
three curvesare given in Table 1. In the compu-

TABLE

1. Elastic Parameters of Uppermost

Mantle Computedfrom Anisotropiesin
Refraction Shooting
Mendocino

Elastic
Parameter

Maui

Combined

Value,

Value,

Value,

km a sec-a

km a sec-"

km a sec-a

--3.344
4. 268
--1.506
--0. 995
3.331

--1.506
8. 066
--9.540
--0. 027
1.725

--2.681
4.911
--3.705
--0. 627
2.727
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density and elastic parametersabove the M
discontinuitydependonly on x• and that the
M discontinuityis parallel to the x• -- x• plane.

directly from the M discontinuityto one of the
Q's. As the point Q is displacedalong the shot
line with anchor point P and azimuth •b, the

We will now consider whether the apparent

travel time T and the horizontal distance S

anisotropynoticedby Hessin Raitt's and Shor's between P and Q both vary. The apparent
travel times can be the result of a small tilt or

velocity vr• (qb)is measuredas

warpingof the M discontinuityor the overlying
structurerather than of a real anisotropyin the
material of the uppermostmantle.
It is possible,and perhapslikely, that there
are horizontal variations in the crust with length
scalesconsiderablysmallerthan the length L of
the longestline shot in Raitt's and Shor's surveys (L was about 100 km); but it is difficultto
seehow suchsmall-scalevariationscouldproduce
a systematic apparent anisotropy. A likelier
sourceof systematicapparent anisotropywould
be horizontal variations with length scales of
the order of or greater than L. For the purposes
of the present discussionsupposethat within
any horizontal circle of radius L the M discontinuity can be well approximated by an
equation of the form

x• - D •- V•x••- Wx• •- 21--K11X19'
-[- K•2x•x2 -[- •K22x2
•
2

the surface of the ocean are collinear

in the appendix.

Considerfirst the effect of a sloping,warped
M discontinuiW,
asdescribed
by (31). Anisotropy
and horizontalvariationsin velocities,as well as
tilt and curvatureof crustalbeddingplanesand
the oceanbottom,are,for the moment,neglected.
It is shownin the appendixthat in tMs case,to
first orderin vx,v•, • L, • L, and • L,

v•(•)v• -• = 1 -- cot•(W cos• • W sin•)
- (R + p) cot

just below the M discontinuity,z is the critical
angle of refractionat the M discontin•ty, and
R + p is the horizontal distance from the
anchorpoint of the shot line to the point on the
M discontinuitywhere the ray is refracted back
into the crust (point N' in •gure 2).
The a•sotropy producedby the slopeof the
M discontinuity, v• and rs, has a different
azimuth dependencefrom that producedby a
real anisotropyand cannotexplainthe regularity
Hess finds in

+

Supposethat points P, Q•, Q•, ...

describedby (31) and (32) are small, first-order
perturbationtheory is adequatefor calculating
v•a (•). The detailsof the calculationsare given

+
cos sm +
sm 4)
(34)
(31) where v• is the P wave velocity in the mantle

where D, w, •ii are constants,and vx, v•, K• L,
• L, and • L are all much lessthan 1. Suppose
also that the crust and mantle are isotropicand
that the real P wave velocity cp depends
slightly on x• and x•, so that in any horizontal
circle of radius L, to a good approximation,

+

=
If the deviations from horizontal stratification

, Q,, on

Raitt's

and

Shor's

data.

The

anisotropyproducedby a curvatureof the M dis-

and that

P doesnot lie betweenany of the Q's. Then the
directed straight-line segment from P to the
most distant Q is a 'shot line' with 'anchor
point' P. The azimuth • of the shot line will be
measuredpositive east of north. The apparent
velocity v•ta(•) of a headwave traveling on
azimuth • in the mantle just below the M discontinuity is measuredby measuringthe travel
times (from P to the various Q's) of the signal
Fig. 2. The path used to calculate travel time
whose ray descendsfrom P directly to the M
from P to Q when the only deviation from horidiscontinuity,travels as the required headwave zontal stratification is a sloping, curved M dis-

just below the M discontinuity,and ascends continuity. A layered crust is shown.
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continuity, Kll, /(12,and g•.2,has a Fourier series the M discontinuity.Such tilts and curvatures
appearas Dirac delta functionsof smallampliconsistingof a constantplus the term

+

oot

+ to)

tude and variabledepthin the functionsc•i(x•)
and •ii(x3). It is shownin the appendixthat, if

the crust and mantle are isotropic,the M diswhere g = [(•1 -- g22)
2 q- 4gx•.•]
•t•' and •0 is a
continuityis the horizontalplane x3 = D, and
constant. This term has the qb dependence
observed in Raitt's

and Shor's data. Yet there

the horizontal variations in crust and mantle are

are two objectionsto the hypothesisthat M dis- given by (32), then to first order in the small
continuity curvature produces the observed quantities
D
anisotropy.First, curvaturemakes v•(qb) dependent on the length of the shot line to the

sameextent that it is dependenton azimuth,

D

at least for lines long in comparisonwith the
depth of the M discontinuity.Second,even if
the shot lines are so short that this effect is

below noise level in the data, the observed The apparen• mantle velocity obtained from
anisotropyin Raitt's and Shor'sdata requires travel-time curvesis given by
•(R q- p) cot r = 8 X 10-' km-•. With cot
v•(O)v• -•= 1- A• ½os•
r = 1.4 and R q- p = 100 km (an upperlimit
on the lengthof Raitt's shotlines),gis 5.7 X 10-•
-- A2sinqb-- Bx• 0082
qb
km-x. The area surveyedin Raitt's measure-- 2B•2cos½sin½ -- B22s• 2½
(36)
mentsis roughlya rectangle1600 km from east
to west and 1000 km from north to south.
The coefficientsin (36) are definedas follows:
(Shor'ssurveyedarea wassmaller.)If g wereas if R + p has the samemea•ng as in (34), l is
large as 5.7 X 10-• km-x, the depth to the arclengthalongthe ray, ands(1)is the horizontal
M discontinuitywould vary by 70 km in the distancefrom the point N • in Figure 2 to the
surveyed area. This variation is not observed.

An alternativeexplanationfor such a highly
curved M discontinuitymight be that the

point of integration, then

=

+

curvatures were large but changed sign from

place to place in the surveyedarea. Mason's
+
,
az (a7)
[1958]magneticmapsmakea corrugated
iV[discontinuity not completelyinconceivable.
Yet, and
exceptfor three anomalouslylow velocitiesin a
=
+
disturbedarea near the coastjust north of the
Mendocinoescarpment,which Raitt and Hess
agreeprobablybelongto a differentgeographical +
,
+ +
az (as)
provincefrom the other measurements,
Raitt
and Shorfoundeveryeast-westmantlevelocity the integralsbeing taken alongthe ray from N •
larger than any north-southmantle velocity. to Q, and ai(D) and •ii(D) referring to the
The signof the anisotropyis determinedby the uppermostmantle just below the M discontidifference between the east-west and north-south

described
by (32), the iV[ discontinuity
beinga
planeparallelto the xx-x•.plane.Equation32
appliesto horizontalvariationsin velocities,as

nuity. The first term on the right in (37) and
(38) representsthe effectof a possiblehorizontal
variation of velocity in the mantle just below
the M discontinuity.Among short lines with a
given anchor point P and different azimuths,
the mantle headwavestravel t•ough different
parts of the uppermost mantle •th different
mean velocities.The secondterms in (37) and
(38) give the effectsof horizontalvariationsin

well as to tilts and curvatures of the ocean bot-

the ocean and crust.

curvatures,and it seemsimprobablethat all of
Raitt's and Shor's measurements were made

wherethat signhappenedto be negative.
Now consider the effect of deviation from horizontal stratification in the crust and mantle as

tom and any crustal beddingplanesother than

Horizontalvariationsof velocityin the mantle
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can be dismissedas the cause of the apparent
anisotropy in Raitt's and Shor's data. Those
data would require variations of 4% in 100 km.
If

this

variation

were

uniform

over

Raitt's
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=

+

-

A(•) = (vs•2(qS)-- cs2)(vs22
(qS)-- cs•)

(40)

(41)

then T(•) d- Q(•) is a homogeneoustrigonometric polynomial in •b of second degree, Q(•b)
is a homogeneoustrigonometric polynomial of
fourth degree, and A(•) is a homogeneous
to be assumed that all of Raitt's and Shor's
trigonometricpolynomial of sixth degree.
measurementshappened to be made where the
In principle, Q(•), T(•), and A(•) can be
variation was of the samesign.
measuredfor the horizontal plane in the upper
The first terms in (37) and (38), representing
mantle just below the M discontinuity by
horizontal variations of velocity in the mantle,
refraction with shot point and receiver near the
will be neglected.The A• producea • dependence
surface of the ocean. If the crust and upper
other than that observed,and they will also be
mantle are horizontally uniform, the values of
neglected. It remains to considerthe secondterm
Q(•) and vp(•) are determined for all • by
on the right in (38). When A1 -- A2 - 0, the
measurementsfor five •brepresentingnoncollinear
Fourier expansionof the right-hand side of (36)
shot lines, since Q(•) has the form of (19).
is a constantplus «B cos(2• d- •k0),where•k0is
Measurement of VSl(•b)and vs•(•b)for three nona constant and B = [(Bll -- B2•)'- d- 4B,•?']
lf•.
collinear shot lines determinesT(•) -•- Q(•) for
If the observedanisotropyis to be explainedby
all •b, on account of (28). And measurement of
(36), B must be 0.04. The amplitude of the
vs•(•b) and vs•(•b) for seven noncollincar shot
relative variation in mean velocity in the crust
lines determines A(•) for all •, on account of
over a rectangle whose smaller side is Y is at
(29). Then measurementof VSl(•) and vs•(•) for
least Y" B[161(R -{- p)]-l, which in the present seven noncollinear shot lines determines those
caseamountsto 250% and is quite inadmissible.
velocitiesfor all •, since they are the two roots
In conclusion,the apparent anisotropy found
x of (30).
by Hess in Raitt's and Shor's data cannot be
The dependenceof Q(•) on azimuth deterexplainedby horizontal variations in an isotropic mines 5 of the 21 elastic coefficients of the
crust and mantle unlessit is postulated that by
upper mantle just below the M discontinuity.
chance all of Raitt's
and Shor's shot lines
The dependenceof T(•) -•- Q(•) on • determines
happened to be located on independent local
3 more, and the dependenceof A(•b) on •b gives
features, no larger than a shot line in diameter,
7 quadratic relations among the elastic coeffieach of which gave a larger east-west than cients.
north-south apparent mantle velocity. For exIf the M discontinuity is plane but gently
ample, if the M discontinuity were corrugated
sloping, or if the crust varies horizontally in
with north-southridgesand valleys, it would be
such a way that the variation is small and linear
necessaryto assume that all the shot lines lay
over the length of a shot line, the values of
above valleys and none lay above ridges.
Q(•), T(•) + Q(•), and A(•) measuredby
$. Conclusions. If a homogeneousperfectly
refraction shooting will differ from expressions
elastic medium is nearly an isotropic medium
(19), (28), and (29) by terms of the form a
with a P wave velocity c• and an S wave velocity
cos• •- b sin •. The additional Fourier coe•cs, and if errors of second order in the small
cients in these terms can be determined by
anisotropy are neglected, the travel time of a
shootingtwo more lines (which may be reversals
body wave along a straight path is the path
of lines already shot).
length divided by the phase velocity of that
Curvature in the M discontinuity would
wave when its propagation vector points along
produce an apparent anisotropy in v•(•b) which
the path.
has the same angular dependence as a real
If v•(•), VSl(•), and vss(½) are the phase
material anisotropy. However, the curvature
velocities of the P wave and the two S waves
required to producean anisotropyof the magniwhosepropagationvectorliesin the x• -- x2plane tude • hich Hess finds in Raitt's and Shor's data
and makes an angle½ with the x• axis, and if
is approximately5.7 •( 10-• km-• (in excessof
Q(•) = vp2(•)- cp"
(39) the earth's surface curvature). Such a large

surveyed rectangle, it would amount to at least
40% across the rectangle. If the variation
changedsign from place to place, it would have
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curvature, if uniform over the area surveyedby
Raitt, would entail a variation of 70 km in the

quantity of secondorder in */i and •iiL. This
second-ordererror will be neglectedso that the
depth to the M discontinuitywithin the sur- travel time on the true ray can be equated to
veyed area. The alternative, that the M dis- the travel time on r*. Now if c*, the curve of
continuity is corrugated,with a curvaturelarge intersection of p* and the M discontinuity is
but of variable sign, is an explanationof the concavedownward, there will be many rays in
anisotropyin Raitt's data if all of Raitt's fourteen p* joiningP and Q which have stationarytravel
shot lines happenedto lie on corrugationswith time (subject to the constraint that they lie in
negativecurvature.On the basisof the presently p*). One of these rays will arrive at c* at the
available data, it appears unlikely that the critical angle of refraction and will travel along
anisotropy observed in Raitt's and Shor's data c*; the others will arrive at c* with angles of
can be due to curvaturein the M discontinuity. refraction slightly less than critical, will enter
Essentiallythe sameargumentsalsoexcludethe the mantle as straight lines, will perhaps be
possibilitythat the observedanisotropymight totally reflected several times from the M disbe due to quadratic horizontal variations of continuity, and finally will leave the mantle
velocity in the crust or mantle or in the variations with angles of refraction slightly less than
of ocean depth, even though such variaf,ions critical. Fortunately, the question of which of
wouldproducethe observed
azimuthdependence these infinitely many rays should be called r*
of apparent mantle velocity.
and used to compute V;uA(qb)
need not be disIt would be very interesting to measure cussed;correct to first order in r/i and •iiL, all
v•A (•) on ten or more noncollinear azimuths at rays in question have the same travel time.
a singlestation(probablyreversingthe profiles), To prove this, considerFigure 3. All the infinitely
to seeif a betterfit to the theoreticalcurve(19) many rays in question lie between the ray
could be obtained.
PNN•Q and the ray PFF•Q. Stratification in the
From the refraction data now available not
crust, being irrelevant, is not shown. Construct
much can be said about the cause of the aniFG perpendicularto PN, and NM perpendicular
sotropy,if it exists.Hess [1964] has suggested to FF •. Let • be the critical angle of refraction
that it is producedby alignment of olivine at the M discontinuity, and vc the P wave
crystals.Alternatively, it might result from a velocity just abovethe discontinuity,so that sin

staticstresspatternnowpresentin an isotropic •' = t•c/t•. The length(FN) is of first orderin V•
material. To verify whethersucha hypothesis and •iiL, since if V• = 0 and • = 0, then
couldexplainthe magnitudeof the anisotropies (FN) = 0. Therefore, correct to first order in
observed,even permitting the deviator of the these small quantities, (GN) = (FN) sin • and
stresstensor to be as large as the yield stress, (FM) = (FN). Thus (GN)t•c-• = (FM)t• -•.
wouldrequiretheoreticalor experimentalinfor- Also, correct to first order, (PF) = (PG),
mationaboutthe quadratictermsin the upper (QF•) = (QG•), and (G'N•) t•c-• = (F•M•)t• -•.
mantle's stress-strain relation.
APPENDIX

To calculatev•A(•) whenthe M discontinuity
has the configurationof (31) but there are no

Finally, to first order the arc NN • has the same
length as the straight line segment MM •. Thus
the travel times on PNN'Q and PFF•Q agree
to first order. The same argument applies to

other horizontal variations in the crust and

mantle,constructa verticalplanep* containing
the shotlinewith anchorpointP andazimuth•.
The ray r* whosetravel time from P to Q is
stationary subject to the constraint that it lie

in p* is not the true ray joiningP and Q. Its
location and direction differ from those of the
true ray by amounts of the order of the small

quantitiesr/i and •iiL. But the true ray is a
path of stationarytime, so that the travel time
on r* differsfrom that on the true ray by a

Fig. 3. Two of the infinity of paths joining P
and Q for which the travel time is stationary,subject to the constraint that the paths lie in the
(vertical) plane of the figure. Inhomogeneity of
the crust is not shown.
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the intermediate rays not shown in Figure 3.
Therefore we can calculate v•(•)
from the ray
PNN'Q, which ray will be taken to be r*.
To summarize, v•a(•) can always be calcu-

lated correctlyto first order in V• and K•iL by
assuming that the signal has traveled in the
plane p*, obeyingSnell'slaw as it descendsfrom
P to the M discontinuity, traveling along the
intersectionof p* and the M discontinuity, and
obeying Snell's law again as it rises from the

v•$T = $R q- $xa secr'

csc r
q- St' csc r cos r':•

where

•

--

2 l•sec
2r•

tan r•

r----0

Therefore

d8

dx3

dT'

1 -+-•-• tanr' + •-• cotr'•:

M discontinuity to Q.
To calculatev•a (•), drawverticallinesthrough and
N and N' (seeFigure 2). As the point Q moves
dT
to the right, the horizontal distanceR between
v•
dR
- 1 q-•-•-sec csc
r
these lines changesby an amount $R, and the
angle r' between QN' and the vertical changes
by an amount St', while the depth of N' below
cos cscr:Z
the surfacePQ increasesby $xa. We regard R
rather than S as the independent variable. Sincedx3/dRand dr'/dR are of first orderin
Supposethe crustand oceancan be dividedinto giiL and r/• correctto that order
n •- 1 homogeneous
layers (the argumentis the
same for a continuouslyvarying crust, but sums
_• dS
dxa
r'

r' -- sec csc
•)
are replacedby integrals),the thicknessof the v:• dT-- I q-•-•-(tan
yth layer being 1,, its P velocity being v,, and
r' csc
the inclinationof the ray N'Q to the vertical in
q-•dr'(cotr' -- cos
r)Z
the yth layer being r,. Let l0 be the thicknessof
the bottom layer. Then l0 dependson R, but On the right in the foregoingequation setting
l•, ..- , l• and v0,v•, .-. , v• do not. If R increases r = r' producesonly a second-ordererror, so
by $R, the changein S is
finally, Dom (33),
•(•)

v= - 1 - dx•cotr

y=0

-- •R q- /ixs tan r' q-

l• sec r•
y=O

The changein the travel time is, to first order
in ,/• and Ki•L,

•T = v• -•R

q- •

= vu -1 •R+vc

v•-•l• sec r•
-1 sec

+ • v,-• sec
• tan
•=0

Sincev,-• sin • = vc-• sin •,
--1

V•

COS••

--1

= VC COS•

Thus

88 = •R -+- •xa tan r' q- •r cot r'X
and

(39)

which is correct to •st order in v• and giiL.
It is interestingthat the variation of r' •th R
cancelsout of the final result, leaving only the
direct effect of the variation in the depth to the
M •seontinuity.
There remainsonly to set x• = (R + p) cos•,
x• = (R + o) sin • in (31), to •fferentiate with
respectto R, and to substitute into (39). The
result is (34).
Equation 34 gives the effect of a slightly
sloping,slightly warped M discontinuitywhen
the crust is other•se horizontally stratified and
all materials are isotropic. Now consider the
effect of slight horizontal variations in the
propertiesof an isotropic crust and ocean,the
M discontinuity being a horizontal plane and
the uppermost mantle being isotropic and
homogeneous.
The propertiesof the ocean and
crust are assumedto be describedby (32). •en
a• and •i are zero, the ray (path of stationary
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time) which descendsfrom P to the M discontinuity, travelsalongthe M discontinuity,and then

ascendsto Q will lie in a vertical plane. This ray

wecallthe 'unperturbed'
ray. Whenv•-•L (lcfii)
and vM-•L•. (1•1) are smallbut not zero,the
path of stationary time differs slightly from the
unperturbedray; we call it the 'perturbed' ray.
If • and • were zero, the travel times along
the perturbed and unperturbed rays would be
the same, to first order in the perturbation.
Therefore the actual travel time along the
perturbed ray can be obtained correctly to first

orderin v•-•L (la•l) and v•-•L" (1•1) by integrating (32) along the unperturbedray. Differentiating the result with respectto distancefrom
the fixed anchorpoint P to the variable point Q
gives (36), with coefficientsdefinedin (37) and

Note that if slope and curvature of the
M discontinuity,horizontal velocity variations,
and anisotropy are all present but small, their
cumulative effect is obtained by adding the
corrections for their three separate effects
obtainedfrom (19), (34), and (36).
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